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sleeping. In the day they would be working. They wouldn't be working in

the field i at night. It was just an utter contradiction. Yet, * Jesus

said it and in the last x two or three centuries it becomes a common factor

of life that seems * to be perfectly obvious. But before we have this

data that we have now , the data of the roundness of the world and the data

of theexistande of artificial light, it would seem absolutely contradictory.

Yu say it is contradiction, they will be in the bed, they will be in the

field. It wont be some of the one and some of the other. It wouldn't be

in the days of Christ. But today of course it would be obvious. And I

think that when the Lord comes this will pix probably be perfectly obvious.

We will probably wonder why we were ever puzzled about it. But right

now, I just ñ* don't know the answer, except it seems to me that both

are found. I think that we should be very, very skeptical , very, very

slow to accept anything until we find that it is clearly taught in scripture

or clearly proven by human study and experiment. But onece we find it

I think that we will accept it and fully understand it. We might get it

tomorrow from another passage of scripture. We might not get it until the

Lord comes. But when I find most of the great Christian leaders have
as I look at it

felt this was clearly taught;/that-is-1-was- it seems to me to be clearly

taught, why the apparent contradiction I feel must be omitted. If there

was some obvious explanation , the chances x are one of the careful students

but when he gets... You read in the Bible , Every eye shall see Him " What

nonsense that must have seemed to people 500 years ago " How ridiculous.

Millions of people all over the earth seeing the Lord. Now, today, we see

Kennedy inaugerated at one time. It's perfectly common place. We have

a new day that they never dreamed of. They would have taught your were plum

craey if. Thirty or fifty years ago that would have seemed contradictiory.

(Do you have any more to offer there, Claxy?) It looks to me as if i he has
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